
Roman vote’. (The new novel of Robert Harris, Imperium [London, 2006], is not a
bad introduction either.) G. has not superseded Gelzer, who, like Taylor, writes as
authoritatively as he does vividly, and who gives a far better sense of the source
material.

Is there a need, then, for new lives of Caesar? A scholarly study that incorporated
fresher approaches to the late Republic – missed by Kamm and Goldsworthy – might
be welcome. While both authors include illustrations, these only serve to adorn; a new
study of Caesar and his contemporaries should underscore the place of visual culture
in Rome. Diana Kleiner has touched on one aspect of this in her recent study,
Cleopatra and Rome (Cambridge, MA, 2005), but other questions remain. How, for
instance, did Sulla change the cityscape of Rome, and how did Caesar respond? G.,
surprisingly, has almost nothing to say about Caesar’s Forum. A new study might take
on the fundamental question of how Romans viewed the past, and how this
in·uenced behaviour. How did Caesar (or Cato, or Clodius) respond, and help add, to
what T.P. Wiseman has called the ‘myths of Rome’? To think about mythmaking
suggests another approach, one that could marry features of traditional biography
with the receptions of Caesar now coming to light. It could look too at the scholars
who have tackled Caesar; far from being ‘tedious’, they are a fascinating collection
with sometimes moving stories: Georg Veith, killed by thieves while doing μeld
research on Caesar’s campaigns in Asia Minor, or Ronald Syme trying to help
Strasburger in Nazi Germany. To fuse biography and reception might yield a more
searching and self-re·ective study than emerges from scrutiny of ancient sources
alone: Ann Wroe’s Pontius Pilate: an Invented Life (London, 1999) exempliμes what
can be done, admittedly with a quite different subject. One eagerly awaits the
‘reception biography’ of Caesar that Wyke plans to publish.

Yet, to return to the epilogue of W.’s collection, if pundits and policymakers are to
make analogies with Rome, and if a reading public is clamouring for new biographies
of Caesar, classicists must ask: are we going to rely on a small group of ‘popularisers’
to present our history? The μeld has often been ungenerous to those who try to reach
a wider audience, suspecting them, as it were, of worshipping false idols. One
attraction of reception studies is that it can build a bridge to more popular, and
populist, ways of doing classics, or at least remind us of these ways, and explain why
they succeed. The challenge for scholars, of course, is to maintain integrity while
making their work accessible; but as W. suggests, at times it is their duty.

Georgetown University JOSIAH OSGOOD
jo39@georgetown.edu

ADDRESSING ROME

Yarrow (L.M.) Historiography at the End of the Republic.
Provincial Perspectives on Roman Rule. Pp. xiv + 396. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2006. Cased, £65. ISBN: 978-0-19-927754-4.
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In dire peril the Romans, as suppliant fringe dwellers, turned to Delphi. In 216, in the
aftermath of Cannae, they consulted the oracle. The leader of that mission had
developed, or would quickly develop, a sense of history, possibly stimulated, if not
generated, by that journey to the centre of the earth. He would write his History,
Rome’s μrst, in Greek. Within a mere two decades, the Romans, having returned to
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Greece in force, brought History with them; and one might say they did so with a
vengeance. Flamininus subscribed dedications at Delphi with a stunning message:
‘Sons of Zeus, who take delight in swift horsemanship, and Tyndaridae, kings of
Sparta, Titus of the Aeneadae has brought you the most valuable of gifts. For the
sons of the Hellenes he has fashioned Peace’ (Plut. Flam. 12.6).

But History was up for grabs. It often served its writers as much as its readers.
Yarrow’s study offers a challenge to the assumption that History is always written by
the victors. The second-century historians of the Troad were ready to question
Rome’s ‘o¸cial’ historical claims (see J.-L. Ferrary, Philhellénisme et impérialisme
[Rome, 1988], pp. 223–6). Y.’s interest, however, lies not here but with the post-
Polybian world, and it does not fall where the μrst seven words of the title might lead
the reader to expect. Her principal interest is in the Hellenistic world, and in Rome’s
engagement with it. The subtitle warns us that this is not another book on Sallust
and/or the fragments of his Roman contemporaries. The authors selected for study
are ‘outsiders’ (though only from the narrow perspective of Rome). My opening
remarks should serve to indicate how sympathetic I am to the broader perspective
offered here. All the same, the title provides a confronting juxtaposition: the study of
a Hellenistic phenomenon framed by Rome’s political periodisation (and a modern
deμnition of Rome’s chronology at that). The aim of the book is to illuminate the
expectations and aspirations of provincial elites at a time when a Roman hegemonic
presence was new. To that end, Y. concentrates on the author of I Maccabees,
Posidonius, Pompeius Trogus, Diodorus Siculus, Memnon of Heraclea and Nicolaus
of Damascus. Those six constitute the book’s ‘core authors’. Their works, Y. argues,
were political acts, a negotiation between subjects and rulers. Historiography was ‘a
means of expressing political views for the politically disenfranchized and a vehicle
for communication between Romans and provincials’ (p. 5). And Rome engaged, just
as it was compelled to relate to the intellectual and cultural heritage linked to the great
Hellenistic centres. The point is well taken. Cicero seeking out the historiographical
support of Posidonius, to which Y. draws attention at pp. 5 and 345, is su¸cient
testimony. (Y. provides more on pp. 349–50.) The argument is that these writers hoped
that Roman leadership would be inspired to seek the praise of History in ways that
were not detrimental to the subjugated (pp. 281–2). There was more to it than that, of
course. There were also lessons ‘directed towards … those faced with the reality of life
under Roman dominion’ (p. 251); Rome was self-interested (pp. 254–69). That was a
simple fact.

The treatment is thematic. Frequently, one author provides the bulk of examples in
a given section, the others providing ‘sporadic examples’ (e.g. p. 284). As the
discussion moved from one to another (and then back again), this reader sometimes
had to remind himself which historian was being discussed. Y.’s objective is to offer a
sense of collective views, but in a work so concerned with authorial intent, I was often
left with the desire to hear the discrete voices more distinctly.

The μrst chapter serves as a prelude, examining the power of intellectuals (through
intellectual authority, their standing in local communities) as set against the
constraints often imposed by fortune (not a few coming to Rome in servitude). With
the rich bibliographical feast served up in footnotes throughout the work, it seems
churlish to cite omissions, but M.H. Crawford’s ‘Greek Intellectuals and the Roman
Aristocracy in the First Century b.c.’ in P.A. Garnsey & C.R. Whittaker (edd.)
Imperialism in the Ancient World (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 193–208, should have
appeared at pp. 37–44, and/or pp. 46ff., and the apparatus is not always as
comprehensive as it might have been. On pp. 49–50, for example, Y. touches upon the
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topos of ‘subversive intellectuals’; she uses the example of Cumaean Blossius. M.
Sordi’s ‘I maestri greci di Tiberio Gracco e la polemica antigraccana’, in Sodalitas.
Scritti in onore di Antonio Guarino I (Naples, 1984), pp. 125–36 merits registration;
and at p. 42 n. 59 on Terence (where his connections are of the essence), Suetonius’
Vita Terenti surely deserves a place. And whilst in carping mode, I might say that I
consider another prelude relevant, and even necessary (as a lead-in). As mentioned
above, the genre of historiography returning the Roman gaze has its own history; on
this there are a couple of fundamental studies by Emilio Gabba, and the more recent
treatment by Jean-Louis Ferrary (wherein will be found references to Gabba). A
consideration of this literature might have formed something of a backdrop to the
discussion of Trogus on Rome’s Trojan myth on p. 175.

In Chapters 2 and 3, Y. sets out various parameters underpinning her investigation.
Some of the problems she faces are obvious, chief amongst them the fact that the
authors of choice survive only in fragmentary form and ‘none … take Rome as their
primary subject’ (p. 168). Caution thus marks the enterprise throughout: ‘[the]
historical reality cannot be recovered’ (p. 61); ‘neither theory can be substantiated
with the available evidence’ (p. 69); ‘unfortunately, the sample size is far too small for
any [precise] conclusion to be drawn’ (p. 238); cf. the reluctance to use deductive
reliquiae (p. 104). ‘Turning to Posidonius, it is again important to recall the great
uncertainty regarding the character of his history writing. Few fragments survive’
(p. 161). This is an ominous announcement; Posidonius is ‘potentially the most
historically signiμcant of the authors’ (p. 87). Such reticence must needs continue:
‘some of the lack of clarity may come from the fragmentary nature of the core texts’
(p. 256). Y. presses on, dealing with the all-important question of transmission
(pp. 103–16) and data collection (pp. 116–17), and reaching the conclusion that
authorial voices, narrative structures and objectives can be retrieved (pp. 123–66). Her
interests lie in these rather than in the Realien: ‘an author’s presentation [rather than]
his accuracy’ (p. 236). The enemies of Rome covered in Chapter 6 are acknowledged
to ‘bear a relationship to the actual types of military adversaries faced by the Romans
during this period, but each type also connects with a whole host of historiographical
stereotypes and patterns’ (p. 284). Y. is concerned with how these historians ‘sculpt
events for their audience’ (p. 167), even suggesting that the author of I Maccabees
might have taken advantage of the ignorance of his readership ‘to sculpt, even falsify,
the narrative as he wished’ (p. 188).

In Chapter 4, taking advantage of the very fact that Rome is not the focus of the
works examined, Y. looks to what was selected for discussion to provide the pointers:
foundation myths, portrayals of Roman morality, etc. From this wide spread of focal
points there emerges a picture of the non-Roman elite attempting to understand and
accommodate Rome. Chapter 5 continues the thematic survey by reviewing the ways
in which Rome’s varying techniques of subjugation moulded the impressions of the
old ruling elites, focussing on the sweeping generalisations found in the ‘core authors’
with regard to the nature of Roman authority, the various understandings of Roman
aims and the behaviour of Roman generals, treaties (a topic of great interest to these
authors), and images of Roman administration. The message running through these
writings seems to be that, given the inevitability of Roman domination, a balance
needed to be struck between Roman and non-Roman desires. Chapter 6 covers the
presentation of Rome’s adversaries, criticisms of Rome, and the depiction of
alternatives (Eastern kings and ‘barbarians’), with Y. arguing that the historians tend
to ‘characterize the [verbal] attacks on Rome as irrational and opportunistic, instead
of based on legitimate grievances’ (p. 288) and indicate that the alternatives are often
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found wanting. The authors, that is, are critical but appreciative of Rome. Life could
be worse.

The aim of the Oxford Classical Monograph series is admirable: the quick
circulation of works with the freshness of energetic research. The disadvantage will be
that the offerings may not be as exhaustive as products of long maturation. Dionysius
of Halicarnassus is an obvious omission. His was very much a Greek view of Rome
and he cannot be denied; he intrudes on pp. 170–1. An author with such a highly
developed historiographical consciousness has much to offer. The exclusion is
explained (p. 91): his coverage of contemporary events has not survived. I’m not
convinced. His very theme is apropos (Y. acknowledges the ‘politically charged
objectives’) and his comments on contemporary Rome are interesting. There was
good reason to omit this well-worked subject from a thesis; less so from a monograph
which deals with the outsiders looking in. But that is a quibble. Has Y., through her
distillation of the vestiges of these six individuals, captured representative ‘thoughts
and attitudes among the provincial elite’ (p. 167)? I am not sure, but those like myself
who use the evidence of these authors to illuminate Mediterranean affairs in this age
of transition will use them with greater sensitivity for having engaged with the issues
which Y. raises here.

Macquarie University, N.S.W. TOM HILLARD
tom.hillard@humn.mq.edu.au
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Cambridge University Press, 2005. Paper, £17.99, US$ 29.99 (Cased,
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This companion aims to inform the reader of where things are in terms of previous
scholarship and to provide new departures and directions for further study. It
approaches its multifarious topic in μve sections: political history, intellectual and
social developments, the emperor’s impact, art and the city, and Augustan literature.
On μrst consideration, it seems surprising that political history is allotted only two
essays. Surprising in light of a twentieth-century preoccupation with Augustus and
his era as essentially a political phenomenon that transformed the chaos and violence
of the Roman Republic into a Principate that controlled and ordered via novel uses of
imperium and tribunicia potestas, and succeeded through a programme of propaganda
purveyed through art, architecture and literature. But this is not to imply that the
essays by W. Eder and E. Gruen are anachronistic. In addressing the fundamental
question of how Augustus attained the power of Julius Caesar but avoided his fate,
Eder sees a double process in which the Princeps μrst formally restored the republican
laws and institutions in such a way that they could accommodate a powerful
individual, and then concentrated on the cultural sphere to create the idea of a patria
in which the past was fused with a patriotic pride in the present, a pride that was
personiμed in Augustus himself as pater patriae. Gruen deals with another
fundamental problem of the Augustan era, how to perpetuate the Principate without
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